
FAEDS Minutes 
July 23, 2007 

 
 
Attendees: Victor Ferreros, John Opper, Betsy Hacker, George Venzel, Ed 
Bernard; Marcia Cole; Bill White, Candy Garcia, Patsy Warmack, Heather 
Thompson, Annie Zhang 
Absent: Bill Piotrowski; David Jasa 
 
Meeting started 10:22am ; minutes vote postponed (David Jasa was not here 
and he has notes from April 2007 meeting.) 
 
Presidents report: (Victor Ferreros) 

 President elect - No feedback except from Bill Piotrowski and no 
nomination; turn for K12...Ed wants more experience, Marcia is already 
President of FICTL, Bill and David have done before. Bill has some people 
from K12 that are interested in running but we want them to be sure that 
they understand the requirements of this position (since it’s their 
responsibility for the conference and staffing needed). Concern from 
others in the K12 realm is the lack of resources to help pull everything 
together. Victor to speak to David Jasa to see if he would be interested in 
the President position. 

 Open positions: DThompson vacancy and Bill Campman (TCC)  is 
interested if we need someone, Ed Bernard, David Jasa, Marcia Coles, 
Bill Piotrowski, everybody is staying.  

 
Treasurers report: (George Vensel reporting) 

 Proposed budget for next year will need some adjustments. Estimates on 
revenue aren’t balanced with expenses and GV will address and send out 
an email to the Board. 

 $105k in checking  

 $16k in scholarships this year and $18k for next year 

 501c.3 status update; unable to get Mr. Wadsworth on the phone for the 
past week, don’t know what the holdup is.  

 FY ending 6/30/07 tax is being submitted by Mr. Wadsworth also 

 Financial review: in very good condition 

 P/L statement for FY0607; net income of $42,900 

 Conference is bringing in a little less but expect more but it is making 
money!  

 Krissi is doing a great job and everything she puts in the system is 
scanned in and put in the vault (optical scanning).  

 American Express card is setup! Kudos to Lee Henderson in getting this 
setup for the conference ... he’s been very helpful and responsive. Maybe 
an award for their works with FAEDS? Have Bill research and see if we’ve 
ever done before. 

 



Conference business: 

 John O; handouts, still working on the grid and plugging people into rooms 
and reports that we have more space this year 

 Sponsor list; $100k in revenue coming in (dell/micro coming in at plat /plat 
plus level with add’l 5-7k); Apple, Gateway, ... haven’t heard from yet 

 Money is looking ok in terms of sessions ; JOpper is working with 
Microsoft on coordinated approach to licensing 

 Keynotes: SecondLife (claudia) kickoff on Monday; monday afternoon is  
Alex Smeeder (JDL-VP for Education); Tuesday is dr lujon (?) and Wed is 
Michael King (IBM Education VP) and speaker from Microsoft 

 Topic discussion: Still needing  5-6 more break out sessions or topics that 
aren’t covered well enough in session.....ideas? what do we need and who 
can do it? security? manatee – district wide computer management 
system implementation (talk); NRWDC & Leon county – co location 
prototype example (alternative hosting solution) ; Marcia would like to see 
something on BPM (business process mgt....); Microsoft machine desktop  

 Conference logistics such as banner/adversing/etc being worked on 

 FICTL (5-6 sessions); they want to meet on Tuesday (same as FAMIS); 
but with vendors here it will pull folks from the vendor hall which is our 
main revenue generating day; meeting rooms are used for solution 
sessions (revenue); one issue: they are more and more splitting from us 
but continueing on with demands and we try to accomodate but what is 
the impact? one room...martinique room in lobby area used for fictl 
meeting and doesn’t impact us (at no cost to us) from 8-5pm; this will 
impact our vendor turnout on tuesday and long turn will hurt us with 
vendors for next year; tuesday night casino night will also be impacted 
because they won’t have $ to play with; last piece is that some want to 
come in only for the fictl meeting on tuesday; Discussion entailed about 
disappointment in that they want to be more associated with us but are 
distancing themselves by separate meetings, breakfast, etc.... goes 
against the basic premis of why we wanted them to be involved....mis/ins 
tech people collaborating more. The Board recommendation for the sake 
of the conference is that they end their meeting at noon on Tuesday so 
that they are available for the vendor day participation including 
participation in the Tuesday night casino night and for the future, any 
vendors being brought in are brought into vendor hall with FAEDS 
vendors. Board voted (MCole motion for vote and Bill White second; all 
approved). JOpper will craft a note back to Don to this effect. They are  
still out if they are going to be at our pre-conference meeting on Sunday.  

 FAEDS needs to discuss future requirements for joint conference to meet 
all the needs so that we don’t run into this next year.  

 Casino night is shaping us.......slot machines coming in; professional 
auctioneer is being sought; People will also be getting extra points by 
attending sessions (FAEDs at the end of the session?) 

 Monday night social activity? IBM nascar, Microsoft table? Jazz band?  

 Bags (4 vendors) and stuffers  



 Come in on Saturday to start stuffing @ 3pm; Sunday at 9am to finish up 
whatever isn’t done on Sat. 

 Board meeting at 2pm on Sunday the 23rd. 

 Add’l shirts will be ordered so that Board members are visible!!!! Black!!!! 
Patsy will work out details. 

 Bring projectors / LCD  ... need (JO, BH, Candy, George, 2 from NWRDC, 
BPiotrowski , Bill White (2 or whatevers needed since he’s local) 

 Travel concern because of budget cuts....are others hearing? Univ. CIO’s 
are not going to meet because of travel restrictions; SFCC not bringing 
more than one;  

 
Historian 

 Bill Piotrowski was supposed to write something up but since he’s not here 
there is no update on this.  

 
 
Scholarship update (Marcia Cole) 

 2007 recipients were 2 teachers but one disqualified because course was 
being taken in IOWA; 2 postsecondary, one of which was a second time 
recipient, and 5 English Scholarships (UCF, UF, UWF, USF, FSU and 
Eckerd).  

 2008 timeline has been recalculated and February 15th is still a good 
deadline. 

 Flyers relect new $3000 scholarship for next year. 

 What happens at the college level for distribution? tuition first and split 
between fall and spring ; any extra being distributed to student. Suggest 
qualifications on disbursements? If there is a withdrawal from class or a 
not enrolled, the money comes back or some sort of hold on the money 
from our part. 

 Marcia is talking to person at UF that is in charge of dispursements, etc 
and will come up with recommendations/guidelines. 

 Participation for others trg (ie. Cisco) ... hasn’t had a chance to follow up 
on yet. 

 Modify flyers 

 Thought...would we be interested in small teachers mini-grants (ie. $500); 
teachers using technoloogy in the classroom? how could that be done? 
Issue is money would have to be run thru the school system and some 
sort of evaluation of the disbursement? Issue of evaluating applications? 
Might not be worth the time....increase scholarship money was the general 
recommendation.  

 Foundation issue....the amounts would have to be in the LBR and would 
match. JOpper has contacts at the DOE that he is going to follow up with. 

 



 
Website 

 All Board members need to go thru it and review. It’s outdated, hard to 
navigate. Logo is old. Basic organization/fonts. Redesign? Timeliness of 
information that is on it.  

 NWRDC is on top of it and has someone assigned as webmaster. Send 
information/update to Annie.  

 Need to have more than one person to register at a time? Feature not 
available this year but maybe next year? 

 During registration process if someone is kicked out during process and 
were using a credit card there are multiple registrations. Candy has been 
working with FCIM on this.  

 Listserv has been updated? Yes. Some members are reporting firewall 
problems. 

 
Membership 

 Candy reported conference registration are mainly total conferece. Only 2-
3 are just membership only. 

 Last count was about 90 non-vendor registrations. Heather will update that 
count and send out to board. 

 John Opper says within the next few weeks will send out something 
(connector-wise) with final keynote speakers and all. 

  
Awards 

 Are we giving any out? Nomination committee will be sought.  
 
 
adjourn at @ 1:45 
 
 
 
 
 


